Novel frameshift mutations in the RP2 gene and polymorphic variants.
Mutations in the RP2 gene located on Xp11.23 are associated with X-linked retinitis pigmentosa (XLRP), a severe form of progressive retinal degeneration which leads to complete loss of vision in affected males. To date, 14 different mutations in the RP2 gene have been reported to cause XLRP, the majority of which lead to a coding frameshift within the gene and predicted truncation of the protein product. We here report two novel frameshift mutations in RP2 identified in XLRP families by PCR-SSCP and direct sequencing, namely 723delT and 796-799del. Four single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the coding region of RP2 are also described (105A>T, 597T>C, 844C>T, 1012G>T), the first polymorphisms to be reported within this gene of unknown function, two of which alter the amino acid sequence. The current study extends the XLRP mutation profile of RP2 and highlights non-pathogenic coding sequence variations which may facilitate both functional studies of the gene and analysis of intragenic allelic contribution to the phenotype.